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c is for diamond

the one gem

made of one

element — carbon

chimney soot

crushed coal

charred wood

fire at its core



my father

taught me

precision

he made jewels more precious

by smashing them, spoke only

words pared down to the edge

of their silence, and strove

to break into (break out of)

each house

of mirrors

held at the tip of his tongs

he retired, nerves

shot by the threat

of a slipped razor

my father

was a sad

gemcutter



a diamond is

a darkness

so intense

the eye sees

through it

my father once

gave me a gift

an apache tear

a black pebble

transparent charcoal:

under pressure

all things are

clear, but just

be sure to remember:

diamond dust is black

then the smoke

trapped inside

became visible

opaque until he held it

up against direct light



he claimed to adore her

too much to profane her

with gems made of ashes

after hours of solitude

when drunk, he recalled

my father

too broke

to be wed

never got

my mother

a diamond

the native widow

who lamented her

loss for so long

the great spirit

transfigured her

tears into drops

of black crystal

thus bequeathing

to all who fall in love

keepsakes of her sorrow



life: the percentage of light that a diamond

reflects back towards its viewer

fire: the degree to which a diamond refracts

light into its component colours

organic stone

not sterile

but burning

crystals made

from the same

thing as life

blowtorch a diamond

enkindled

when ruby

it blazes

just as

melting dry ice

vaporizes as a breath



my father opened the field

guide to crystals to pages

with fine print to show me

how to decipher a language

he gave me his gemcutter’s

eyepiece and left me alone

to revel in detail — edges

of serifs, fibres in paper

only later did he teach me

how to sound out the words

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

life x fire = brilliance  (all this is true)



my father

taught me

precision

plato was

the first

to regard

a diamond as

frozen quintessence

a soul in

suspended

animation

a vestige of heaven

within earth



saw

one

gem

take two

years to

be split

into two

he studied

mineralogy

at antwerp

dei mundi

my father

put faith

in no god

all his life an attempt

to see the free point

trapped in perfection

tended saw

for a firm

in brücken



a member of the cubic

crystal system

a diamond denotes

the highest

state of symmetry

an ideal array

of cuts, acute angles

platonic solids

nature needs

no tool

and die

to make

its octahedrons

crystal:

s(hard)s

d

i n

a m o

i n

d

a diamond is an equilateral triangle

that mirrors itself through one side



over drinks after hours

of stress over diamonds

an expert in the making

of fake gems bet no one

was able to tell of two

gems which was the true

one, which was the copy

no jeweller

won the bet

but the one

who let

the two

gems

drop

into

without

use of either

scratch

plate or lens

the one that sank

slower was a fake

his crème

de menthe



adamas means invincible

no known jewel

in the mineral kingdom

rivals diamond

king of stones

adamant in the silence

no words break

in(di)visible as a star

only diamonds

scar diamonds



sawyers thought

my father crazy

the   his   was

day   eye   cut

open by a stray

chip of diamond

afterwards

his regret

his sight was saved

but not the diamond

his mind making

his hand finish

its adjustments

to the sawblade

before breaking

out in a scream



a diamond’s

cut is just

a jeweller’s

pretty name

for a wound

mazarin, rondelle, peruzzi

trilliant

pendeloque

briolette

chiffre, marquise, jubilee

my father never

breathing a lie

brillianteering

fashioned girdles

and culets to fit

impervious armour

designed tables

upon which only

the eye feasted

erected pavilions

above which kites

and stars hovered



the merest

hammerblow

on a blade

whose edge

cuts along

a kerf can

shear away

the faults

of any gem

adamantine

discipline

inflexible

exactitude

the bruted

gem set in

its dop is

scoured by

the scaife

a grinding

disk oiled

with a mix

of diamond

powder and

lubricants

its stylus

wears away

its song 

even as it

sings it

where he nicked

a cheek shaving

a lapidary

gramophone

my shock

at blood



perfection

transparency

is the gauge

of all value

when cutting

when writing

a diamond is

an absence

of nothing

but darkness

occlusions

supposedly

depreciate

perfection

occlusions



carbon strains

to create life

my father spotted flaws

by breathing on a stone

to dull the lustre

that obscured them

in the image

of its flaws

bubbles

fezels

cracks

naats

clouds

glatts

fringes

he showed me a diamond

whose defect resembled

a diminutive butterfly



[crystallized carbon

graphite and diamond

have nearly the same

atomic:    black ice

matrix:    a lattice

a cold jigsaw puzzle

its pieces hexagons;

abandoned honeycomb]

diamond:

flat black

graphite

bent clear

diamond is formed by detonating

graphite in a compact container

[sweet spaces

between words

between atoms

in among them

strong bonds]



my father detested

writing

with a dull pencil

writing

to him meant using

my father once stole a diamond discarded

as worthless at work and using corrosive

and sawblade etched into it his monogram

as though to be rid of a scar by leaving

behind him a scar, a name to outlast him

medieval arabs needed no lasers to carve

their prayers onto the faces of diamonds

a blunt instrument

by which he dulled

edges of penknives

(my own knives) to

sharpen the points

made in his manual

on diamond-cutting



a shah captured in war refused to surrender

the location of the koh-i-nur, the mountain

of light, even though torturers blinded him

a duke who never let his gemstones be taken

from his sight for fear of losing them lost

the florentine while in battle, the diamond

for days amid weeds then mistaken for glass

by a boy who sold it to a monk for a florin

avoirdupois

troy ounces

the slight weight

of one carob seed

can tip a fragile

balance of forces

in a commonwealth

my father

appraised

the value

in carats

for a gem

with the use of no

scale but his hand



my father trusting

no fiction because

it told lies

told me only

true stories

about the exploits

of men owning gems

a wealthy collector

jealous of a future

possessor commanded

servants to shatter

the pigot, its bits

in his grip cutting

him as he lay dying

hope was his curse

the orloff was stolen from the eye

of a god by a soldier in the guise

of a priest so that later a prince

might try in vain to woo a czarina

a sultan once worshipped the matan

because of the demons locked in it

safeguarding the law of his empire



imperial

diamonds

sundered

to adorn

weddings

and wars

cullinan

excelsior

lesotho

coromandel

berglen

kimberley

victoria

violent words under mining

slaves excavate

raw ice

out of the blue

topsoil

from an extinct

volcano

warm kimberlite

its ash

a starry meadow

yields diminish with depth



a handful

of stones

flung moonward

a promise

to summon

meteor showers

every vow

a net set

to catch stars

every lie

a rip cut

in the threads

we fumble

for words

amidst cinders

we barter

with bits

of bright hail

gems dot a sky

with their own

constellations

ad dominam omnis



the blood

of angels

congealed

into hard

teardrops

of purity

sir isaac newton

in theory

defined diamond

as an “unctuous

substance

much coagulated”

the physicist even had a dog named “diamond”

the girl’s best friend was also once a man’s

long division

among sawyers

the reduction

of one

to

two to

make millions

word

=23+15+18+4

=60

=4+9+1+13+15+14+4

=diamond



my father

taught me

precision

understood

perfection

by solving

on his own

when eight

my father becoming

the gifted protegé

despite poor birth

discovered

arithmetic

by reading

trig texts

when seven

the transcendental

correlation proven

by euler’s theorem

eiπ + 1 = 0

always trying to make his

mind fit the mathematical

straitjacket — of a jewel

crystal

classes

organic

unities

magical

squares

71   89   17

5   59  113

101   29   47



diamond has a high

thermoconductivity

absorbing heat

faster

than any other

matter

known to exist

a precious coating

to cool microchips

crystal films

miniaturizing

communication

my father

the model

of poetic

restraint

the tone of his

voice unchanged

even when angry

every jewel a fist

which strains

to keep harsh light

from spilling

through its fingers



he deemed

me a naïf

a natural

facet yet

to be cut

one macle

a twinned

gemstone

my father

could not

formulate

the words

to create

out of us

the blade of silence between us

the unspoken burning inside him

more life means

less fire, more

fire means less

life : he found

a way to strike

a diamond

to strike

a balance

between the two

i 

am

i   n

a

di m

diamond



april birthstone

reverent forever

medical remedies

in ancient times

claimed diamonds

nullified poison

steel industries

use diamond bort

as abrasive grit

in iron grinding

arabic assassins

mixed into water

powdered diamond

to execute kings



i am, and i

am, and

i am, and i

am, and

i die, amen

the red coughing

of my sad father

sipping his last

shots of liqueur

laced with glass

trying to escape

the very diamond

crushed into hot

ashes inside him

a damned diamond

for a mad domain

my father

unto death

taught me

the divine

endurance

of diamond



this book has been 

set in a monowidth 

typeface specially 

conceived for that

purpose: panoptica

font by nick shinn

from shinntype.com
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